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Abstract

In agent based e-commerce applications, it is challenge-
able to employ one mobile agent to complete all transac-
tions including payments due to the security consideration.
In this paper, we propose a new agent-assisted secure pay-
ment protocol, which is based on SET payment protocol
and aims at enabling one dispatched consumer-agent to au-
tonomously complete the payment on behalf of the card-
holder with multiple merchants. This is realized on the ba-
sis of Signature-Share scheme, Signcryption-Share scheme,
and a set of security mechanisms. On one hand, the dis-
patched consumer-agent is able to autonomously complete
the deal and the payment on behalf of the cardholder with
multiple merchants for buying multiple products. On the
other hand, transaction records with merchants are pro-
tected against malicious hosts.

1. Introduction

Secure payment is an important issue in e-commerce
applications. Micro-payment protocols, such as PayWord
[10], are suitable for completing small payments (e.g. $10
or less) while macro-payment protocols are applied for
large transactions.

Some secure payment protocols are based on SSL or
S-HTTP. But they are not considered to be secure enough
since the credit card information is deposited in the server,
where it can be read easily by anyone with access to it
[11]. SET (Secure Electronic Transaction) protocol devel-
oped by VISA and MasterCard is regarded as a better pro-
tocol [1] aiming at protecting users’ credit card information
with important properties, such as authentication of the par-
ticipants, data integrity and confidentiality.

The introduction of autonomous agents reduces the ef-
fort required from users to conduct e-commerce transac-
tions by automating shopping activities [4, 2, 7]. An end-
consumer can specify his/her preference to the agent server
which dispatches an autonomous mobile agent with an en-
capsulated task to the remote servers of merchants for ask-
ing offers, negotiating with merchant agents and even com-
pleting payments. The results can be sent back through a
message or carried back by the agent [14]. However, it is
a challengeable issue to protect both mobile agents and
servers when mobile agents are roaming in the network
[3]. Security is important as well when agents carry criti-
cal/confidential information (e.g. credit card information),
sign contracts or make payment on behalf of the consumers
since the agents and their carried sensitive data will be ex-
posed to potentially hostile environments.

Several agent-based extensions of the SET protocol have
been proposed, such as the SET/A [11], SET/A+ [15] and
LITESET/A+ [9], aiming at utilizing the autonomy of a mo-
bile payment agent while ensuring the security of payments.
In [12] we have analyzed the drawbacks of these protocols
and proposed LITESET/A++. The goal of LITESET/A++,
which is based on SET, is to enable a mobile agent to au-
tomatically and autonomously make final transactions and
payment with the “best” merchant with the best offer af-
ter having performed all kinds of tasks including asking of-
fers, and negotiating with a set of merchants.

However, all above-mentioned agent-based payment
protocols assume that the payment should be made with
one merchant only (i.e. the best merchant with the best of-
fer). But in many cases, the consumer would like to buy
multiple products from multiple merchants. For SET, it
can be applied individually to each merchant for multi-
ple times if multiple payments are necessary. Nevertheless,
we expect that one autonomous mobile agent can com-
plete the payments with multiple merchants without any
interaction with the cardholder. The challengeable is-
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sues are 1) each merchant is determined after negotiation; it
is not known in advance; 2) each merchant chooses a pay-
ment gateway (PG) according to the credit card’s brand;
different merchants may choose different PGs; 3) in the
above-mentioned protocols, mechanisms preventing over-
spending and double-spending problems are not good
enough.

In this paper, we present a new agent-based secure pay-
ment protocol supporting multiple payments and adopting
Signature-Share scheme and Signcryption-Share scheme
[9], which is based on Signcryption public key algorithm
[16]. It also adopts the transaction chain to protect the trans-
action records, and security mechanisms to prevent over-
spending and double-spending.

2. Background

In this section, to understand all protocols well, we
will first review SET [1]. The description of Signcryption
scheme, Signature-Share and Signcryption-share schemes
can be found in [9] and [12]. Notations and symbols used in
this paper are listed in Table 1.

The SET protocol [1] is composed of several kinds of
transactions, ranging from registration of participants, to
purchase request and payment processing. There are differ-
ent roles in SET. They are cardholder (C), credit card is-
suer, merchant, acquirer and payment gateway (PG) [1].
PG is a device of acquirer where the merchant has an ac-
count. As requested by the PG, successful payment should
be finally authorized by the issuer whereafter the issuer will
pay on behalf of the cardholder and the money will be de-
posited to the merchant’s account at the acquirer.

SET uses two distinct asymmetric key pairs for each
party, one for key-exchange. The corresponding public key
yKA

is contained in public key certificate CK(A) of par-
ticipant A. The key pair (yKA

, xKA
) is used for encrypting

and decrypting messages. Another key pair is used for the
creation and verification of signatures. The signature pub-
lic key of participant A is included in the signature certifi-
cate CS(A). Figure 1 depicts the purchase request phase of
SET.

In SET, the key issue is to pass the payment instruction
(PI) including card number, cardholder’s name and expiry
date to the payment gateway (PG) determined according to
the brand of the cardholder’s credit card that is included in
purchase request (in step 1 in Figure 1). PI is encrypted by
a session symmetric key K that is included in a digital enve-
lope EPG{K, PI} passed to PG via merchant M . Finally
the payment can be completed by PG without the possi-
bility of disclosing the PI to M . Due to the limited space,
readers can refer to [1] for more details.

(KyP Gj
, KxP Gj

) a pair of temporally generated
session keys (public key, secret key)
for payment gateway PGj

CK(A) key-exchange certificate of
participant A

CS(A) signature certificate of participant A
c→A the ciphertext that should be

passed to participant A
Ek{m} the ciphertext of message m

encrypted by key k
EPG{K, PI} the digital envelope generated byPG

(= {EyKP G
{K}, EK{PI}}), K is

a symmetric key
g a (random) integer in [1, . . . , p − 1]

with order q mod p (public to all)
H(m) a one-way hash function

applied to message m
IA the unique transaction number

issued by participant A
KH a keyed one-way hash function
p a large prime (public to all)
OI order information
PG payment gateway
PI payment instruction including

card number, expiry date etc
q a large prime factor of p − 1

(public to all)
Rj a random number chosen from

[1, . . . , q]
r→A the hash value that should be

passed to participant A
SIGA the signature generated

by participant A
si→A

the ith shared signature that
should be passed to participant A

Te the timestamp when the purchase
request expires

TiA
the ith timestamp at participant A

TRA the transaction record kept by
participant A

(yKA
, xKA

) (public key, secret key) of participant
A for encryption and decryption

(ySA
, xSA

) signature (public key, secret key)
of participant A

z a random number chosen from
[1, . . . , q]

X||Y concatenation of two messages
X and Y

A → B : m participant A sends a message m
to participant B

Table 1. Notations and Terms
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C M PG 
request 

CS(M), CK(PG) 

CS(C), OI, EPG{K, PI} EPG{K, PI}

authorization response, CS(M)

C:  cardholder 
M:  merchant 
PG:  payment gateway
EPG{K, PI}= 

{EyKPG{K},EK{PI}}

1

2

3

4
4

4

Figure 1. SET Purchase Request Transaction

3. Proposed Protocol

In the proposed protocol, Signature-Share scheme is
adopted for passing securely the order information to the
merchant while Signcryption-Share scheme is adopted for
passing the payment information (PI) to the payment gate-
way (PG) and a temporary session public key pair is used
to encrypt PI . The cardholder’s signature private key is di-
vided into two parts. The first part is kept by the cardholder.
The second part is encrypted by the public key of the TTP
and will be passed to the TTP for generating shared signa-
tures. The dispatched agent does not carry any shared sig-
nature private key. Instead it only carries two half shared
signatures signed on the order information (OIj) and PI
respectively by the cardholder that should be sent to the
merchant Mj and payment gateway PGj , which is chosen
by Mj according to the card brand. With the same brand,
different merchants may have different payment gateways
from different acquirers. The other 2 half shared signatures
are generated with the assistance of the TTP. On obtaining
the two shared signatures (i.e. s1→Mj

and s2→Mj
), the mer-

chant Mj can verify OIj (for the jth product) and check the
data integrity. Meanwhile PGj can not only decrypt PI but
also check the data integrity after obtaining its two shared
signatures (i.e. s1→P Gj

and s2→P Gj
).

3.1. Secret-Sharing of Cardholder’s Signature
Private Key xSC

In the proposed protocol, the cardholder and TTP share
the cardholder’s signature private key xSC

based on shamir-
threshold scheme [8].

xSC
= xSC1

+ xST T P

Namely, according to the two share schemes, A1 = C
and A2 = TTP . xSC1

is kept by C as a secret key always
while xST T P can be carried by the agent after being en-
crypted using the TTP’s public key and will be passed to
the TTP for generating the second shared signatures that
will be passed to Mj and PGj respectively.

3.2. Description of Proposed Protocol

To describe our proposed protocol, for the sake of sim-
plicity, it is assumed that the agent will buy N products
from N merchants. Transactionj means the transaction
with merchant Mj selling Productj . Two products may be
bought from the same merchant in different transactions.

Step 1: Cardholder C generates a pair of tempo-
rary session keys -(KyP Gj

, KxP Gj
), where

KyP Gj
= g

KxP Gj mod p, for the payment gate-
way. It is different from PGj’s encryption public key
pair -(yKP Gj

, xKP Gj
).

1) Then C uses Signcryption algorithm to en-
crypt the payment information (PI):

(k1, k2) = H(KyP Gj

z mod p)
c→PGj

= Ek1{PI}
generate the hash value:

r→PGj
= KHk2{PI}

generate the first half shared signature to PGj :
s1→P Gj

= z/(r→PGj + xSC1
) mod q

and generate the ciphertext
EyKT T P

{xST T P
||z||(KxP Gj

+ Rj + IC +
TC + Te)}.

where

- Rj is a random number chosen from [1, . . . , q];
- IC is the transaction identifier assigned

by cardholder C and TC is the times-
tamp at C when to complete the encryption
and shared signature generation;

- Te (Te > TC) is the timestamp when the pur-
chase request expires. It is unique to each
purchase order.

Note: s1→P Gj
is the half shared signature gener-

ated by C that should be passed to payment gate-
way PGj and the consumer agent carries it in-
stead of the shared secret key- xSC1

. xSC1
is kept

by C.

2) Meanwhile, C generates the first half shared sig-
nature s1→Mj

on the dual hash value that will be
passed to the merchant Mj :

r→Mj
= H(gz mod p, H(PI)||H(OIj)||

H(CS(C)||IC ||TC ||Te))
s1→Mj

= z/(r→Mj + xSC1
) mod q

where

- OIj is the description and constraint for the or-
der of Productj , namely,
OIj = OrderDescriptionj , P riceLimitj ,
xSC

(H(OrderDescriptionj ,
P riceLimitj , TC))
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3) Then C dispatches the consumer agent CA encap-
sulating the following arguments:
CS(C), CK(C), {EyKT T P

{xST T P ||z||(KxP Gj
+

Rj+IC+ TC+ Te)}}, OI, H(PI), R, IC , TC , Te,
r→M , s1→M

, c→PG, r→PG, s1→P G
, SIGC

where

- OI = {OIj |j = 1, . . . , N}
- R = {Rj |j = 1, . . . , N}
- r→M ={r→Mj

|j = 1, . . . , N}
- s1→M

={s1→Mj
|j = 1, . . . , N}

- c→PG = {c→PGj
|j = 1, . . . , N}

- r→PG = {r→PGj
|j = 1, . . . , N}

- s1→P G
= {s1→P Gj

|j = 1, . . . , N}
- SIGC = xSC

(H(CS(C), CK(C), {EyKT T P
{

xST T P
||z||(KxP Gj

+ Rj + IC + TC +
Te)}}, OI, H(PI), R, IC , TC , Te, r→M ,
s1→M

, c→PG, r→PG, s1→P G
))

The dispatched agent will visit a set of merchants ask-
ing offers and negotiating with them [14].

Step 2: After completing the negotiation with merchants,
the agent selects merchant Mj , which is the best mer-
chant with the best offer for productj , to make the
deal and send Mj the purchase request. The request in-
cludes the brand of the credit card that will be used for
payment.
CA → Mj : CS(C), purchase request, Te

C CA Mj
Dispatch 

Agent 

CA
Transaction

Chain

authorization response

CS(C), EyKPGj
{(KxPGj+Rj+IC +

TC + Te)|| s2→PGj
||Amountj }, 

Pricej, Rj , IC , TC , Te , c→PGj ,
r→PGj , s1→PGj

r→Mj , s1→Mj
, EyKMj

 {s2→Mj
}, OIj,

H(PI), EyKPGj
{(KxPG+Rj+IC+ TC +

Te)|| s2→PG 
||Amountj }, Rj, IC , TC ,

c→PGj , r→PGj , s1→PGj

CS(Mj), CK(PGj), IMj, T1Mj
 and 

xSMj
(H(CS(M), CK(PG), IMj, T1Mj

))

CS(C), purchase request

EyKMj
 {s2→Mj

}, EyKPGj
{(KxPG+Rj+IC+ TC + Te)|| 

s2→PGj
||Amountj}, TjTTP , SIGjTTP

CS(C), CS(Mj), CK(PGj), Te , OIj, Amountj,
EyKTTP

{xTTP||z||(KxPG+Rj+IC+TC+Te)}, r→Mj , r→PGj ,

IMj , T1Mj
, T2Mj-1

, SIG2Mj-1
, PurchaseResponsej-1

TTP

PGj

C:      Cardholder
CA:    Consumer Agent
Mj:      Merchant 
PGj:     Payment Gateway 
TTP:   Trust Third Party 

request, T2Mj
, SIGMj, PResponsej

PResponsej, T2Mj
, SIGMj

TransactionChain 

Figure 2. Purchase Request Transaction

Step 3: After receiving the request, Mj verifies CS(C) and
reply CA.
Mj → CA : CS(Mj), CK(PGj), IMj , T1Mj

and

xSMj
(H(CS(Mj), CK(PGj), IMj

, T1Mj
))

where

- IMj
is a unique transaction number issued by Mj

and T1Mj
is the current timestamp at Mj ;

- xSMj
(H(CS(Mj), CK(PGj), IMj , T1Mj

)) is the
signature generated by Mj .

Step 4: From Mj’s reply, CA obtains the public key cer-
tificate of the payment gateway PGj . Then CA sends
TTP a message so that s2→P Gj

and s2→Mj
can be gen-

erated.
CA → TTP : CS(C), CS(Mj), CK(PGj), Te,

OIj , Amountj , EyKT T P
{xST T P

||z||
( KxP Gj

+Rj+IC +TC +Te)}, r→Mj , r→PGj ,
IMj

, T1Mj
, T2Mj−1

, SIGMj−1 ,
PRresponsej−1

where

- Amountj=Pricej . Pricej is the price of
Productj , which is determined by CA and
Mj . Here we distinguish Amountj and Pricej

as both of them will be passed to the PGj where
a consistency check will be performed;

- T2Mj−1
is the second timestamp at Mj−1 (given in

Step 9);

- SIGMj−1 is the signature of Mj−1 (given in Step 9);

- PResponsej−1 is the purchase response from
Mj−1 (given in Step 9).

Step 5: On receiving the message, TTP verifies the vali-
dation of CS(C), CS(Mj), CK(Mj) and CK(PGj),
checks whether the current time T < Te and
Amountj ≤ PriceLimitj . If all are correct, TTP de-
crypts the ciphertext from CA obtaining z and
xST T P

, generates 2 half shared signatures on hash val-
ues r→PGj

and r→Mj
respectively,

s2→P Gj
= z/(r→PGj

+ xST T P
) mod q

s2→Mj
= z/(r→Mj

+ xST T P
) mod q

and generates
EyKP Gj

{(KxP Gj
+ Rj + IC + TC + Te}||

s2→P Gj
||Amountj} and EyKMj

{s2→Mj
}

Note: TTP knows (KxP Gj
+ Rj + IC + TC + Te) but

doesn’t know KxP Gj
.

Hereafter TTP keeps
TRjT T P = {CS(C), CS(Mj), IC , TC , Te, IMj ,

T1Mj
, TTTP , xSMj

(H(CS(Mj),
CK(PGj), IMj

, T1Mj
))}

as a transaction record and sends a message to CA.
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TTP → CA : EyKMj
{s2→Mj

}, EyKP Gj
{(KxP Gj

+

Rj + IC + TC + Te)||s2→P Gj
||Amountj},

TjT T P
, SIGjT T P

where

- TjT T P
is the timestamp at TTP when to generate the

shared signatures (i.e. s2→P Gj
and s2→Mj

);

- SIGjT T P
= xST T P

(H(OIj , CS(C), CS(Mj),
CK(PGj), EyKMj

{s2→Mj
}, EyKP Gj

{(KxP Gj
+

Rj+IC+TC+Te)||s2→P Gj
||Amountj}, r→Mj

,

r→PGj
, IMj

, TjT T P
)) is the signature gen-

erated by TTP for Transactionj that can be
kept by the cardholder as a non-repudiation re-
ceipt.

Step 6: Once receiving the message from TTP, CA sends
a message to the merchant.
CA → Mj : r→Mj

, s1→Mj
, EyKMj

{s2→Mj
}, OIj ,

H(PI), EyKP Gj
{(KxP Gj

+ Rj + IC + TC +

Te)||s2→P Gj
||Amountj}, Rj , IC , TC ,

c→PGj
, r→PGj

, s1→P Gj

Step 7: After having received the message, Mj computes
vj by applying the Signature-Share scheme

vj = H((yKC
· g2r)

(
∑2

i=1
s1→Mj

−1)
−1

mod p)
and verify signature
H(vj , H(PI)||H(OIj)||H(CS(C)||IC ||TC ||Te))
?= r→Mj

If it holds and the current time T < Te, Mj keeps
TRMj

= {CS(C), r→Mj
, s1→Mj

, s2→Mj
, OIj ,

H(PI), IC , TC , Te} as a transaction record.
Then Mj sends a message to PGj .
Mj → PGj : CS(C), EyKP Gj

{(KxP Gj
+ Rj +

IC + TC + Te)||s2→P Gj
||Amountj},

P ricej , Rj , IC , TC , Te,
c→PGj

, r→PGj
, s1→P Gj

Step 8: From the message, PGj obtains s1→P Gj
. Af-

ter decrypting EyKP Gj
{(KxP Gj

+ Rj + IC +

TC + Te)||s2→P Gj
||Amountj}, it obtains KxP Gj

,
s2→P Gj

and Amountj . Hereafter PGj can ap-
ply the Signcryption-Share scheme to decrypt c→PGj

and thus obtain PI:
(k1, k2) =

H((yKC
· g2r)

(
∑2

i=1
si→P Gj

−1)
−1·KxP Gj mod p)

PI = Dk1{c→PGj
}

and check data integrity:

KHk2{PI} ?= r→PGj

If it holds, the current time T < Te, and Amountj =
Pricej , PGj contacts the card issuer for authorizing
the payment. Hereafter, PGj sends Mj an authoriza-
tion response.

Step 9: After processing the order, the merchant generates
and signs a purchase response PResponsej , and sends
it to the agent.
Mj → CA : PResponsej , T2Mj

, SIGMj

where

- T2Mj
is the timestamp (T2Mj

> T1Mj
) at Mj when

SIGMj
is issued;

- SIGMj
= xSMj

(H(PResponsej ,
r→Mj

, s1→Mj
, s2→Mj

, Rj , OIj ,

H(PI), IC , TC , Te, IMj
, T2Mj

)) is the sig-
nature generated by Mj at time T2Mj

. It will
be finally passed to the cardholder as a non-
repudiation receipt by the agent.

If the payment is authorized, Mj fulfills the order by
delivering the product bought by the cardholder.

Step 10: The agent checks the digital signature of the re-
sponse and the merchant’s signature. If there are
other transactions, CA will communicate with mer-
chant Mj+1 and repeat Steps 2-9. If this is the last
transaction, CA sends TTP a request asking for gen-
erating the transaction chain:
CA → TTP : request, T2Mj

, SIGMj
,

PResponsej , CK(C)

Step 11: Once receiving CA’s request, TTP generates a
session symmetric key K→C , encrypt K→C in a dig-
ital envelope to C and use K→C to encrypt the
ElementN , . . . , Element1 in order forming a trans-
action chain and transmit it to CA.
TTP → CA : TransactionChain

where

- TransactionChain =
Element1||Element2|| . . . ||ElementN ||
TN+1T T P

||EyKC
{K→C}

- Elementi includes the transaction record for
Transactionj

- Ej = EK→C
{Amoutj , PResponsej ,

T1Mj
, T2Mj

, IMj
, TjT T P

,

EyKP Gj
{KxP Gj

+ Rj + IC + TC + Te},
SIGMj

}
- Elementi = Ej , xST T P (H(EyKC

{K→C}, CS(Mj),
CK(PGj), Ej , Elementj+1, TN+1T T P

))

- TN+1T T P
is the (N + 1)th timestamp at TTP when

TransactionChain is generated.

- ElementN+1 = NULL

Step 12: CA then returns back to its owner carry-
ing CS(TTP ) and TransactionChain. The owner
takes appropriate actions based on the obtained con-
tents.
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Here we describe an iterative process of the protocol. For
simplicity, the agent can transmit all relevant information to
the TTP after having found N merchants. The TTP then
generates all shared signatures and pass them to CA within
one interaction only.

4. Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security properties of the
proposed protocol focusing on the following possible issues
in two categories.
Category 1 (Security Properties of Each Transaction):

• whether it is possible for any participant to re-generate
the secret signature key of the cardholder (ATK1);

• whether it is possible for any participant except PGj

to obtain the payment information (ATK2);

• whether it is possible for any participant to re-perform
the payment (double payment, ATK3);

• whether it is possible for the agent pay more than re-
quired (overspend, ATK4)

• whether it is possible for the merchant to pass a wrong
price to the PG (over payment, ATK5).

In the proposed protocol, the dispatched agent CA does
not have any task for encryption, decryption or signing. So
it is not necessary for it to carry any keys. In the proposed
protocol, the agent in the transaction is more of a messen-
ger. Most of the encryption and signing work are done by
the TTP. What the agent should do is to communicate with
different participants sending relevant messages to them.

1. CA carries two shared half signatures -s1→M
and

s1→P Gj
. But they are generated by cardholder C and

the shared secret key xSC1
is kept by C. No party

could obtain both two shared signatures (i.e. s1→M
and

s2→M
, or s1→P Gj

and s2→P Gj
) together with some ar-

gument (i.e. r and z); so it is not possible for any
party to obtain two shared secret keys so as to gener-
ate the secret signature key of the cardholder (i.e. xSC

)
(ATK1).

For instance, for the merchant, it can obtain the
r→M , s→M − 1, s2→M

, c→PGj
, r→PGj

, s→PGj
− 1

and H(PI), but cannot obtain PI and s2→P Gj
. Argu-

ment z is also protected against each merchant. So it is
not possible for Mj to obtain xSC

(see Figure 3).
Likewise, TTP knows (KxP Gj

+Rj+IC +TC +Te)
but doesn’t know KxP Gj

. Meanwhile Ek1{PI} is not
passed to TTP. As s1→M

and s1→P Gj
are not passed

to TTP, TTP cannot generate xSC1
so as to re-generate

xSC
(see Figure 4).

In the proposed protocol, the cardholder’s secret
signature key can be re-generated only if M and TTP

collude. But it is impossible regarding the nature of
TTP.

CA TTP

Mj

Step 4: EyKTTP
[xSTTP

||z||(KxPGj
+Rj+IC+TC+Te)}, r→Mj

Step 5: EyKMj
{s2→Mj

}

Step 6: r→Mj
 , s1→Mj

, EyKMj
{s2→Mj

}, OIj, H(PI)

Step 7: With s1→Mj
and

s2→Mj
, Mj can verify 

signature r→Mj
, which is 

relevant to OIj and H(PI)

TTP knows s2→Mj
 and 

xSTTP
, but does not 

know s1→Mj
 and xSC1

.

CA knows s1→Mj
,

but does not 
know s2→Mj

.

Figure 3. Shares Passed to Mj

PGj

CA TTP

Mj

Step 4: EyKTTP
{xSTTP

||z||(KxPGj
+Rj+IC+TC+Te)},  r→PGj

Step 5: EyKPGj
{(KxPGj

+ Rj+IC+ TC+ Te)|| s2→PGj
||Amountj}

Step 6: c→PGj
,  r→PGj, s1→PGj
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+ Rj +IC+ TC+ Te)|| s2→PGj
||Amountj}
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,

PGj can decrypt c→PGj
 by 

applying Signcryption-
scheme, obtain PI and verify 
the signature.
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and xSTTP
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know s1→PGj
.

Mj knows s1→PGj
,

but cannot know 
s2→PG

.

Figure 4. Shares Passed to PGj

2. After obtaining 2 shared signatures -s1→P Gj
and

s2→P Gj
- PGj can not only decrypt the pay-

ment information PI but also check the data in-
tegrity. Its session secret key KxP Gj

is encrypted as
EyKP Gj

{(KxP Gj
+ Rj + IC + TC)||s2→P Gj

}. Mj

knows the ciphertext but doesn’t know yKP Gj
and

s2→P Gj
(ATK2).

3. In our proposed protocol, as each payment is identi-
fied by TC , IC together with the signatures of C, the
replayed payment can be detected by PG (ATK3).

4. In our proposed protocol, Amountj , the amount of the
transaction that will be charged to the cardholder’s ac-
count is first passed to the TTP, which checks it with
the limit of current transaction (i.e. PriceLimitj).
Moreover, the amount is included in the ciphertext by
the TTP that will be passed to the PGj where the com-
parison will be conducted with the price (i.e. Pricej)
from Mj . This can prevent the overspending and over
payment attacks (ATK4&ATK5).
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Category 2: (Security Properties of Multiple Payments and
Transactions):

• whether it is possible to disclose the transaction infor-
mation to other merchants (ATK6);

• whether it is possible for any participant to insert data
to transaction records (ATK7);

• whether it is possible for any participant to modify or
delete data in transaction records (ATK8).

1. The transaction information (e.g. Amountj) is passed
to TTP in each transaction. Only TTP and Mj know it.
It is not exposed to other merchants (ATK6).

2. Each transaction record (i.e. Elementj) is en-
crypted by the session symmetric key K→C while
Elementj+1 appears in the signature in Elementj
forming a transaction chain including transac-
tion records and timestamps in each transaction.
This structure sets up the dependency between ad-
jacent elements. Deleting any of them can be de-
tected by C (ATK8). Meanwhile, as each element
is signed by TTP, it is not possible for other partici-
pant to forge or insert a new element (ATK7).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an agent-assisted secure pay-
ment protocol supporting multiple payments, which adopts
Signature-Share scheme and Signcryption-Share scheme
and employs a Trusted Third Party (TTP). In the proposed
protocol, the principle that each participant knows what is
strictly necessary for his/her role is followed as in SET
while the non-repudiation property is improved. The dis-
patched agent can dynamically and flexibility choose the
merchant and sign on behalf of the cardholder in coop-
eration with the TTP without the possibility of disclosing
any secret credit card’s information to the merchants and
TTP. Offers’ information is protected against irrelevant mer-
chants.

To reduce the risk of employing mobile agents, the repu-
tation and trust status of merchants can be evaluated in ad-
vance. We ever proposed relevant models in [14] and [6].
For future work, we will integrate the proposed protocol
into our PumaMart system: an agent-mediated B2C Inter-
net marketplace system [13, 14] implemented on top of Java
and IBM Aglets toolkits [5].
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